Important Announcement for International Students

Dr Andrew Crowe, Acting Head of Pharmacy, Curtin University of Technology, has confirmed that Canning College has been allocated 10 (ten) places for entry into Pharmacy in 2010.

This is an extra 5 (five) places.

Students interested in Pharmacy at Curtin can do the April Entry Foundation at Canning College in 2009 and, on successful completion, enjoy a guaranteed place into the Pharmacy course at Curtin. The Curtin Pharmacy course is renowned for its quality and highly competitive entry levels.

Canning College Foundation offers an established pathway to a Pharmacy place at Curtin.

Canning’s location (next to Curtin) adds to the convenience of the Canning to Curtin study pathway.

For further information contact:

Canning College
iso@canningcollege.wa.edu.au
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